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It is widely believed  that monetary aggregates have failed to 
predict  economici  performance over 1983-87. Thisi  paper observes 
that the traditional definitioniti  off money (MIM  less other checkable 
deposits,, or MIA)) shows no evidence off structural change,, and 
yields lower prediction errorsfor both real GNP and inflationl ti  over 
I983-87Q2 than the errors obtained using MII or M2.. I f  there is 
a mystery,, it is not why M I A has done so well,, but why economists 
abandoned it for MII or what was once called MIB (currency,cy, 
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demand deposits,, and other checkable deposits).)  
.....the definition of  money is an issue to be decided not on grounds 
of  principle as in the a priori approach,, but on grounds of  usefulness 
in organizing our knowledge of  economic relationships. There is no 
“money.”hard and fast formula for deciding what total to call " " 
Friedman and Schwartz [1970, 104]n 1 
I.1. INTRODUCTION 
It is widely believed that monetary aggregates have failed to predict real 
growth and inflation over 1983-87.. This presumed breakdown of  previously 
reliable linkages between money growth and future output and inflation has 
been variously attributed (by the present authors, among others) to changes 
in money demand induced by regulatory change and to parameter instability 
due to structural change.. This paper observes that these disputations may be 
moot, since the traditional definition of  money (currency plus demand 
deposits) shows no evidence of  structural change, and yields nearly as low 
or lower prediction  root mean square errors for both real GNP growth and 
inflation over 1983-87Q287Q  than the standard errors of  estimate obtained for 
“breakdown” indicators-1961-82.. Partart of  the so-called " " in the monetary icators­
especially in the case of  M1-may1-may be explained by the fact that current M1 
(or M1B) is defined much like the "old" M2, and current M1A is defined“ ”
much like "old" Ml. Thus, it is probably not too surprising that use of  M1 
as a monetary indicator does not yield consistent predictive power over a 
period of  time in which it experienced redefinition.. If  there is a mystery in 
“ ” 1.
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the M1A well, but why economistsi ts1980s,s, it is not why I has done so 
M1Babandoned it for broader I  (currency,, demand deposits and other 
OCDs).’checkable deposits or ,l 
With the nationwide  introduction  of  negotiable order of  withdrawal 
1, 1981, M1A(NOW) accounts on January , , I  fell by 5.5 percent (a 22.1 percent 
M1B at a 3.1 percent perper annum rate) in the first quarter, while l rose 
annum rate. At the time, the Federal Reserve System expected MIA demand 
to shift down as households chose to substitute from demand deposits to the 
M1Anewly available (in most states) OCDs. Accordingly, the sharp drop in I  
was expected to be reflected in a once-and-for-all upward shift in its velocity 
components.*with no effect on nominal income or its 2 However, consistent 
with the shock-absorber view of  money demand, even if  the long-run demand 
M1Afor I  was unchanged, a sharp decrease in its quantity would induce an 
~ e l o c i t y . ~equal contemporaneous increase in its velocity.3 Contrary to the Federal 
Reserve’s'  expectation,, the shock absorber view would thus predict that the 
actual value of  velocity would temporarily exceed its long-run equilibrium 
M1Alevel so that nominal income would tend to fall or grow less rapidly as I  
velocity adjusted to the money shock.. 
M1Figure 1 shows that, compared to a relatively small drop in l velocity, 
M1Athe contemporaneous velocity of  I  moved sharply in the first quarter of  
1981.4 veloc-.4 The shock-absorber hypothesis suggests that contemporaneous ­
attri-ity movements would be dominated by money supply shocks and thus ­
M1A M1butes the different movements of  I and l velocity to differences in 
M1Amagnitude and signs of  the shocks in I  and M1.. What Milton Friedman 
“leading velocity”[1983] calls " ity" is a crude way of  allowing nominal GNP to 
adjust to past money shocks. Panels a and b in Figure 2 illustrate leading 
respect-velocity for lags between money and GNP of  one and four quarters ­
ively.. The longer the adjustment lag, the more leading velocity becomes a 
MlA.5 MlB dis-smooth,, trend-dominated series for I  However, I  continues to ­
play a sizeable break from its historical pattern. This observation suggests 
that the recent behavior of  the economy may be consistent with that indicated 
MlA, M1Bby movements in I  and that the choice to switch to I  as the standard 
I.1.  Other authorss have recentlyl  observed that MIA relationshipsi i  have continued to perform 
well;l; e.g,, see Paulusl  [1986]] and Probyn and Booth [1986].]. With the passage of  time,e, it is easier 
to build a stronger case for their observation.ti . 
“Monetary Congress”2. See "  Policy Report to " in Federal Reserve Bulletin, March 1981.. 
3. See Darby [1972]] and Carr and Darby [1981]] for the shock-absorber approach.oac . 
14. The money data displayedl e  in Figures I and 2 are as reported by the Federall Reserve as 
“adjusted”opposed to our use of  " juste " money data in the estimations as discussed at the bottom of  
Tablel  I.. 
5. The issue of  whether velocity is trend stationary or differenceence stationary has receivedi  much 
attentionti  but is not examinedi  here.e. See Rasche [1987]] for a recent discussioni  and additionali i l 
Christian0references.f rences. isti o [1986]] examines the issue of  structural change in velocity within the context 
of the difference-stationary specification.tion. 
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definition of the "narrow" money supply was unfortunate and a major source“ ”
of  recentt forecastingti  failure. 6iI r .  
Thisi  paper runs a race among MIA, Ml, and M2 by comparingi  out-of­l , 1, t -
samplel  forecastingti  performance and testst t  of  structuralt t l stability.7 An expla­~tabi l i ty .~ l -
nation is also offered for the observed departure off Ml velocity from its 
historical trend.. Based on a large battery of  conventional tests, the results 
are remarkably favorable to the continued reliability of  M1AI  as a useful 
indicator of  future economic performance and for its relevance as a tool in 
monetary policy.. 
1
II.. INDICATOR PROPERTIESI  OF MlA,1  Mi,1  M2 
The indicator properties of  the monetary aggregates can be compared by 
examining their relative ability to mimic the movements in the quarterly  
growth of real GNP and the GNP deflator.. This approach is based on the 
reduced-form framework of  the St.. Louis equation, first implemented by 
Andersen and Jordan [1968].8].8 This approach was chosen for two reasons. 
First,t, it comes with a large body of  published empirical research which 
contains information that can be used to deal with the econometric problem 
of model specification. Second, because the strengths and criticisms off the 
St.t. Louis equation are by now well known to the profession, attention can 
be concentrated on assessing the comparative indicator properties of  the 
aggregatest  in the 1980s.. Batten and Thornton [1986] review the criticisms 
of the St.t. Louis equation and provide references to the earlier debate. 
Methodologyl  
Distributed-lag equations are estimated for real growth and inflation over 
the trough-to-trough period I96IQI-82Q4, successively using MIA, Ml,1 141- 44, 1 1  
expen-and M2 in combination with cyclically adjusted federal government ­
198341-8742 Post-ditures.. Post-sample predictions over I983QI- Q  are then analyzed. ­
sample prediction of  eighteen quarters should reveal in an indirect but useful 
way any significant changes which have occurred in the underlying structural 
relationships between the alternative monetary aggregates, real GNP and 
prices. The equations are also used directly to test for structural change by 
comparing them with equations estimated over the full sample. 
M1, MlB,6.. Friedman [1985]] observes that current l, or the old I  is more like the old M2. 
here,7.. The monetary base was also consideredr  in work not reported . but we concentrate on 
M1thet  standardt r  l definitioni iti  and thet  twot  alternativeslt ti  (MIA and M2) whichi  do bestt empirically,i i ll ,
ini  orderr tot  avoidi  confusion.si n. 
8.. See Batten and Thorntont  [1983a]a] for a more recent version and additional references.. 
Reduced formsr s such as thoset  used throughoutt t thet  paper are generallyll  open tot  thet  observationalti l 
equivalencei l e criticismiti i  of Sargentt and Wallacell  [1975].]. Sincei  such reduced forms are potentiallyt ti ll
consistentsist t withit  a varietyri t  off structuralstr t r l mechanismsis s linkingli i  policyli  variablesri l s tot  output,t t, prices,ri s, and 
effec-marketr t interesti t r t rates,r t , theyt  leavel  open thet  issuei  concerningr i  diversei r  hypothesest  aboutt thet  ff ­
tivenessss of short-termt-t r  stabilizationi ti  policy.. 
The departuret r  from the originall St. Louis approach of focusing on nominal 
GNP growth is not novel since others have estimated the effects off money 
separatelyt l  on real output growth and inflation.. For earlier examples,, see 
 t  
Barro [1978;1978; 1981], Barro and Rush [1980],, Burger [1978],, Carlson [1980],,1  

Kamosky [1976],1 , and Friedman and Schwartzrt  [1982]. The main advantage 
of the disaggregatedte  approach is that it discloses information on whether 
changess in the indicator propertiesi  of  the monetary aggregates are related 
more to inflation (and indirectlytl  interest rates) or to real output.t. The former 
rn
couldl  suggestst that financiali l innovation played a role in the recent observed 
relation between money and the economy.. If  so,, then any change should not  
be permanentt since financiali l innovation has occurred throughout history, and 
Friedman and Schwartzrt  [1982]1982] find evidence of  a stable relation between 
money and prices over nearly a century of  data for the U.S. and the U.K..  
The latter could be indicative of  a more permanent change.. 
Informationti  from previous studies helps determinei  the specification off the 
distributedt  lags forr the monetary aggregates.tes. Barro's [1982]1982] analysis using 
annuall data suggeststs that the impact of  money growth on real economic 
’
growtht  lasts about three years.. Initially positive,, the effects tum negative, 
with a pattern suggestiveti e of  a second-degree- ree polynomial.i l. For the inflation 
rn
equation,ti , Carlson [1980] found that the distributed-lagl  pattern shifted after 
1969. Prior to 1969, the fulll effects of  money on prices took five years, 
versus three years in the 1970s. Since the sample period extends over both 
periods examined by Carlson,, an intermediatei t  span of  four years is assumed 
to be an acceptablet le approximationi ti n of  lag length.. In addition,, the pattern 
obtainedt i  by averagingi  the coefficientsi i ts in the two subsamplesl s used by Carlson 
turns out to be representablet l  by a second-degree- e ree polynomial.i l. Because off a 
lack of successs in obtainingi  similar informationti  to specify the distributed-lag 
pattern for federall expenditures,it res, identical restrictions were imposed for both 
monetaryt  and fiscall variables in any given equation.. 
Andersen and Jordan [1968]1968] and Jordan [1986]198 ] stress the importance,, and 
1
nom-perhaps dominance,i ce, of  influencess besides monetary and fiscal policy on ­
inal GNP.. The relative price of  imported oil, measured by the Venezuelan 
price of  petroleum relative to the GNP deflator,t r, was included here to account 
factor^.^for one of  these factors.9 The growth rate of  this variable appears in the 
inflation equation with the same distributed-lagl  specification as monetary 
and fiscall variables.l . In the real growth equation,, the squared growth rate is 
used (a departuret r  from the Rasche and Tatom [1977]19 ] specification),, rather 
than simplyl  the growth of  the relative oil price measure.. The framework off 
with en-those authorst rs involvesl s estimatingti  an aggregatete production function ­
9.. Major periodsi s of relativel ti  pricei  change occurred as a result of  OPEC actionss in 1973-74,- 4, 
1979-80  and 1986.. Sharp changes in relativei  domesticti  pricesi  also occurred in January 1981 as 
a resultre lt off decontrol.trol. 
ergy as a separate factor,r, so that changes in relative energy prices exert 
symmetrical effects on aggregate output.. Since the U.S.. . is a net importer of  
oil, this may characterize the ultimate relation between relative oil prices 
and aggregate output. But the short-run effects of  changes in relative prices 
can be quite different.t. As discussed in Mayer [1974], impediments to the 
immediate reallocation of  factors can force the economy to move inside its 
fron-long-run production frontier and temporarily operate along a short-run ­
tier, possibly at a temporarily depressed level of  measured overall activity. 
Eventually, in response to the signal from changed relative prices, resources 
are reallocated, and the economy resumes growth along a new expansion 
path. With quarterly data,, use of  the squared change in the logarithm of  
relative oil prices (expressed as a percentage) is one way to capture this 
effect, and squaring has the additional advantage of  weighing relatively large 
changes more heavily than small ones. Mork [1987] provides evidence of  
asymmetric reactions following the 1986 oil price decline.. 
Dummy variables control for credit controls in 1980Q2 and (from Darby 
[1982]) for the effects on measured real GNP and prices of  implementation 
04  
and removal of  price controls over 1971Q3-74Q4. Money growth is adjusted 
for the impact effects of  deregulation,, as described in Table I. 
4 4
Indicator equations.ti s. Table I summarizes the results of  econometric equations 
196141-8244applied over QI Q  to the quarterly growth of  real GNP and the GNP 
deflator respectively, alternatively using MIA, Ml, and M2. The oil-shock 
variable is included in the real GNP equations,, while the relative oil price 
is included in the GNP deflator equations. Equations which exclude the oil 
l  1
[19871variables are not exhibited here. Darby,, Mascaro and Marlow ] present 
both equations and argue that the results (with and without the oil variables) 
distributed-do not substantially differ from one another.. For the polynomial ­
lag (PDL) variables, two statistics are reported:: the t-statistic on the sum of  
estimated coefficients and the F-statistic significance level on the set of  
coefficients.. If the sum is insignificant but the set is significant, this suggests 
the variable has significant,, but transitory, effects.. When both are significant, 
there are permanent effects as well as possible transitory effects.. Data for 
M1, ad-real GNP,, GNP deflator,, other checkable deposits,, l M2,, cyclically ­
justed federal government expenditures,, as well as the three-month Treasury 
Bill rate for Table IV, are from Citibase data tapes. Data on Venezuelan oil 
Platt’sprices are from various issues of  '  Oil Price Report,, Oilgram News and 
Weekly,Petroleum Intelligence l . 
Real Growth.t . The results shown on the left-hand side of  Table I indicate that 
M1Athe I  equation yields the lowest standard error (3.32), while the standard 
M1error for l (3.40) is somewhat higher and that for M2 is highest (3.54).). 
Adjusted federal expenditures tend to exert significant negative effects on 
real growth. Money growth has a significant transitory effect when using 
TABLE I 
Real GNP and Inflation Equations 
Estimation:: 1961QI-82Q4 
GNP82 Equations with Oil Shock 
41 4  
price
GNP Deflator Equations with Relative Oil Pr  
(Absolute t-statistics in parentheses)) 
M1A 
GNP82 
I M1 
Growth Equationsti  
I M2 M1A M1 
Inflation Equationsti  
(GNPG  Deflator) 
I I M2 
Constantt 5.50 6.41 
(3.80) (4.63).  
3.93 
(1.92) 
-1.59.59 
(1.87) 
-0.89  
(1.18) 
-3.41. 1 
(2.05) 
Price Controls 7.99 
(1.16) 
8.10 
(1.14) 
5.51 
(0.63) 
-6.06.  
(1.75) 
-8.26.26 
(2.51) 
-1.811 
(0.36) 
ControlCredit s+ll.Ol-II.Ol 
(3.23).  
-10.51. 1 
(2.99) 
-11.63.63 
(3.22) 
0.68 
(0.42) 
0.30 
(0.19) 
0.58 
(0.33) 
Sums* (expenditures,PDL · es, money,, and oil shock lagged one quarter):t )  
Expenditures -0.23 -0.28 -0040.  0.23 0.01 0.39 
(1.54)b (1.68)a)a (2.13)a. )a (2.90t( . )b (2.68)d. )d (0.07) . 0)a 
Money** -0.09  -0.23. 3 0.36 1.06 1.21. 1 0.65 
(0.41)f' (1.51) (6.70)' (7.48)f (3.20)'(0.89)d. )d .70i . 4 . c 
Oil Shock!/ -0.06 0.10 -0.14 0.08 0.13 0.11 
Oil Price (0.27) (0.45) (0.59) (1.18) (1.97y (1.16)a( .97)& ( .16)& 
Rho n.a.. n.a. n.a. .0909 .0404 .27 
R2 * 37 .34 .29 .70 .622 . .72 
F 7.37 6.52 5.36 25.86 27.96 18.42.  
(n,d)(n,d) (8,79) (8,79) (8,79) (8,78) (8,78) (8,78)( , 1 ( , 1 ( , 1 ( , 1 ( , 1 ( , 1 
D.W. 2.18 2.07 1.94 1.93.  1.88 1.94.  
SEE 3.32 3.40 3.54 1.56 1.52 1.76.  
*For PDL variables,les, an F-testt is also given for the hypothesist esis that the parame.ters (expenditures,ditures, 
money,, oil variable)l ) are jointly zero,, where (a,, b, c, d, e,, f,),) = (10,, 5,, 2.5. 1,, I, 0.5, 0.1) percent 
level.l. 
**Money growth seriess adjusted for financialcial deregulation:lation: MIA growth for 1981QI changed41 
to -3.6.6 percent from -22.1.1 percent; MI growth for 1981QI changed to -3.8.8 percent from +1.71 l 1 
percent; M2 growth for 1983QI changed to +9.9 percent from 19.8 percent. Adjustmentst  based 
on unofficial estimates provided by staff of  Federal Reserve Board of  Governors.. 
Note:: Expenditures and money concepts in GNP82 equations are second-degree polynomialsials 
with twelve lags and far-end constrained. The oil shock is third degree,r e, twelve lags,, with both 
41 
ends constrained. The credit control dummy equals one in 198OQ2 and zero elsewhere. The price804  
controlsls dummy equalsl  +.143 in 1971Q3-73QI, -.14343 in 1973Q2-74Q4, and zero elsewhereere (see4 41
Darby [1982]).. For GNP deflatort r equations, polynomiali l specificationsifications are second degree. sixteen 
lags and far-end constrained. 
, 
MIA and Ml. For M2,, neither permanent nor transitory effects are found. lO 
Thisi  resultlt may suggestt thatt t once othert  factorst rs are considered,i , M2 containst i  
littlelittl  reliableli l  informationi ti  on thet  effectst  of  money on short-termt t  reall growth,t , 
1  1. 1° 
a point stressed anew by Jordan [1986,, 8].1. 
Tablel  II displaysi l s thet  distributed-lagi t i t -lag coefficientsi i ts of  thet  variables.i l . In thet1 

equationsti s for MIA and Ml, money growth tends to exert a positive but 
diminishingi i  effect initially and a progressively offsetting negative influence 
thereafter.t t r. Allll equationsti s benefitit from inclusioni l i  of  thet  creditit controlt l dummy.. 
The price controlstr ls dummy is not significantt in any off the equations.. The 
relativeti  oil price variablel  enters the equations in distributed-lagl  form (third 
degreer e with both end points constrained),i e ), based on the previous discussion 
1  1, 
of this variable.i le. In general,l, its lag configurationti  consists of  significant nega­-
tive values for aboutt four quartersr  followed by consistently positive values. 
Whileil  the t-testt on the coefficientt sum and F-test on the coefficient set of  
the oil shock variablel  are not significant,i t, this may be due to two factors.. 
First,irst, there were onlyl  two oil shocks over the samplel  period;; and second,, 
the 1973-74-74 oilil shock coincided with the removal of  price controls.l . Since 
the latter would have the same effectt on real growth as the oil shock,, there 
may be a multicollinearitylti llinearity problem compounded by too few degrees of  free­
dom.. Extendingt i  the samplel  to 1987 will be seen below to help resolve these 
questions.stions. 
-
Inflation.flati . The right-hand side of  Table I summarizesi  regressions of  the 
quarterlyrterly percentaget e change (annualized)lized) in the GNP deflator.t r. Table III dis­
plays the individuali i l coefficientsi i ts for the polynomial lags.. All regressions 
11 -
1971-74includel e dummiesies forr  price controlsl  and for the 1982 credit controls.. 
Whileil  the latter is insignificant,i ificant, the price controlsl  dummy is always negative 
M1A M1 posi-and significanti ifi ant in the presence of  I and l which,, together with a ­
tive signi  in the real growth equation,ti n, suggests,sts, as first reported by Darby 
un-[1982], that price controlstr ls led to overstatement of  output as a result of  ­
derstatementr t te ent of price duringi  the controll period.. The government expenditures 
M1Avariablei l  tends to exertt a positiveti  and significantt permanent effect in the I  
MIand M2 equations,tions, but is insignificantifi a t in the l equation.ti . The coefficient 
sum of the relativeti  oil price variablel  is more significantt in the equation using 
MI M1Al than in those using I  or M2.. Generally,r ll , significantt effects of  a change 
ini  the relativel ti e oill price last no more than four or five quarters.t rs. 
Thee coefficientfficient sumss in Tablel  I indicatei te that,t, consistentt with long-run 
neutrality,trality, the permanentt effectsts of each monetaryt  aggregatet  are within two 
standardt r  deviationsiations of unity.it . For alll aggregates,r ates, the sum is approximately 
M2 less10.0. InI  regressionsregres ions (not( t reported)re rte ) whichi  used MIAI  and 1  MIA,I , thet  coefficientsffi i ts on MIAI  
areare similarsi ilar tot  thoset ose ini  thet e MIAI  equatione atio  off Tablea le I.I. Thee coefficientsc efficie ts off M2 lessless MIAI  areare positivesiti e 
com-anda  significant.si ifica t. Ass indicatedi icate  above,a ove, thist is suggestss ests thatt at M2 maya  be dominatedi ate  by itsits savingsa i  c ­
ponent.ent. 
TABLE IIEll
 
Real GNP Equations:i s: Distributed-Lag-  Coefficients
 
(Absolutel t  t-statistics in parentheses)
 
Money in Expenditure in Oil Shock in 
Equation Using: Equation Using: Equation Using: 
M1A M1l M2 M1A Ml M2 M1A M1Lag l 1 l 1 1 l l M2 
1 .28628  .264264 .155155 .038038 .035035 .029029 -.0300  -.027.02  -.0330  
(3.938)938) (2.904)904) (1.992)99  (1.114)11  (0.995)9  (0.141) (1.751)75  (1.521)52  (1.906)906) 
2 .187187 .167167 .117117 .017017 .013013 .004 -.0455 -.040.040 -.054.05  
(3.807).807) (2.623)62  (2.090).090) (0.647).647) (0.471)47  (0.853).853) (1.652).652) (1.416)41  (1.886)88  
3 .lo2 ,084 .084084 -.001.0  -.0060  -.0170  -.047 -.040.040 -.059.0102 .084 @I
(3.204)20  (1.969).969) (2.149).149) (.074).074) (0.302).302) (2.037).037) (1.496).496) (1.255).25 ) (1.844).84 ) 
4 .030030 .014014 .055055 -.0160  -.021.0  -.0350  -.0380  -.032.03  -.0550  
(1.267)26  (0.470).470) (1.948)94  (0.989)98  (1.187)18  (2.903)903) (1.242)24  (0.997)99  (1.733).733) 
5 -.027.02  -.042.04  .030030 -.0280  -.0330  -.0470  -.022.0  -.017.01  -.042.04  
(1.053).053) (1.478).478) (1.222)222) (1.768).768) (1.863).863) (3.266).266) (0.81).81) (0.572).572) (1.469).469) 
6 -.072.07  -.0840  .017017 -.0360  -.042.04  -.0560  -.0033 .002002 -.025.0  
(2.216).216) (2.542).542) (0.396)396) (2.207).207) (2.225).2 5) (3.266).266) (0.136).136) (0.073)07  (0.941)94  
-.103 -.1131  -.061.0  .0210217 I0 -.004.00  -.041.0  -.0460  .017017 -.006.00  
(2.750).750) (2.952).952) (0.145)0.145) (2.400).40 ) (2.385).385) (3.347)347) (0.699)69  (0.820).820) (0.217).217) 
8 -.120.12  -.128.12  -.015.0  -.042.04  -.047.04  -.0610  .03603  .039039 .013013 
(3.019)019) (3.122).122) (0.465).465) (2.476).476) (2.450)45  (3.327)32  (1.355)3  (1.392).392) (0.411).41 ) 
9 -.1231  -.130.13  -.0210  -.040.040 -.0455 -.0570  .050 .051051 .028028 
(3.178).178) (3.203).203) (0.664).664) (2.502).502) (2.474).474) (3.278).278) (1.740).740) (1.706).706) (0.823).823) 
-.1131  -.049 .056056 .057057 .03703710 -.118.1  -.023.0  -.0350  -.0390  @I
(3.276).276) (3.247)24  (0.796).796) (2.506).506) (2.478).478) (3.225).225) (1.934)93  (1.858).858) (1.075).075) 
11 -.089.0  -.092.092 -.020.020 -.0270  -.0300  -.037 .052052 .052052 .037037 
(3.376).376) (3.272).272) (0.889).8 9) (2.500)50  (2.474)47  (3.177).177) (2.032).032) (1.930).930) (1.234).234) 
12 -.051.0  -.053.0  -.0120  -.0150  -.0170  -.0210  .034034 .034034 .026026 
(3.400).400) (3.287).287) (0.958).958) (2.492).492) (2.467).467) (3.133).13 ) (2.084).084) (1.964).964) (1.339).3 9) 
TABLE111 III
 
Inflation Equations:tions: Distributed-Lag Coefficientsi ie ts
 
(Absolutelute t-statisticsi ti s in parentheses)t s s)
 
Money in Expenditure in Relativei  Oil Pricei  
Equationti  Using: Equationti  Using: in Equationti  Using: 
M1AI  M1I M2 M1AI  M1I M2 M1AI  M1I M2 
1 -.003.003 .097097 .001001 .002002 .001001 .013013 .022022 .019019 .037037 
(.095).095) (2.525)2.525) (0.035).035) (0.133)0.133) (.101).101) (0.654).654) (1.925).925) (1.771)1.7 1) (2.680)2.680) 
2 .021021 .lo0100 .015015 .007007 ,001.0 1 .018018 .018018 .017017 .030030 
(.863).863) (3.331)3  (0.412).412) (0.518).518) (.106).106) (1.129).129) (1.970).970) (1.971).971) (2.694).694) 
3 .042042 .lo1101 .027027 .010010 ,001.  .023023 .015015 ,015.015 .ON024 
(2.361).361) (4.446).446) (1.216).216) (0.973).973) (.106).106) (1.681).681) (1.957).957) (2.160).160) (2.592)2.592) 
4 .060060 ,101.101 .038038 .014014 .001001 .026026 .012012 .014014 ,018.018 
(4.473).473) (5.876).876) (2.016).016) (1.446).446) (.099)) (2.234).234) (1.831)83  (2.264).264) (2.285).285) 
5 .074074 .lo0100 .046046 ,016.016 .001001 .029029 .009009 .012012 .013013 
(6.295).295) (7.187).187) (7.254)7.254) (1.852)1.852) (.087).087) (2.665).665) (1.557).557) (2.201).201) (1.766).766) 
6 0.858  .098098 .053053 .018018 ,001.0 1 .032032 .007007 ,011.01  .009009 
(6.703)6.703) (7.475).475) (3.205)3.205) (2.131).131) (.072).072) (2.902).902) (1.183)18  (1.972)1.972) (1.164).164) 
7 ,094.094 .094094 .057057 .020020 .001001 .033033 .005 .009009 .005 
(6.324).324) (6.746).746) (3.354).354) (2.282).282) (.058).058) (2.970).970) (0.803).803) (1.668).668) (0.624).624) 
8 .098098 .OW090 .060060 .021021 .001001 .033033 .003003 .008008 .002002 
(5.849).849) (5.792).792) (3.331)3  (2.343).343) (.046).046) (2.940).940) (0.479).479) (1.376).376) (0.199).199) 
9 .lo0100 .084084 .061061 .021021 .OW000 .033033 .001001 .007007 -.001.00  
(5.455).455) (4.989).989) (3.243).243) (2.352).352) (.036).036) (2.868).868) (0.223).223) (1.129).129) (0.121).121) 
10 .099099 .078078 .060060 .020020 .OW000 .032032 .OW000 .005 -.0030  
(5.149)14  (4.376).376) (3.142).142) (2.335)335) (.028).028) (2.783).783) (0.003).0 3) (0.931).931) (0.362).362) 
11 .094094 .070070 .057057 .019019 .OW000 .030030 -.0010  .004 -.004.004 
(4.911)911) (3.913)913) (3.045).045) (2.307)307) (.021).021) (2.699).699) (0.126)126) (0.772)772) (0.545).545) 
12 .087087 .061061 ,052.052 .018018 .OW000 .027027 -.0020  .003003 -.0050  
(4.725).725) (3.557)557) (2.959).959) (2.275)275) (.016).016) (2.622).62 ) (0.245).245) (0.646)646) (0.687).687) 
13 .076076 .051051 .045045 .015015 . O M000 .023023 -.00200  .003003 -.005.005 
(4.575)575) (3.278)278) (2.885).885) (2.243)243) (.012).012) (2.553)553) (0.340)340) (0.542)542) (0.799).79 ) 
14 .061061 .040040 .037037 .013013 .OW000 .019019 -.0020  .0020  -.005.005 
(4.452)452) (3.054).054) (2.820)820) (2.212).212) (.008).008) (2.492)492) (0.417)417) (0.458)458) (0.890)890) 
15 ,044.04  .028028 .026026 .009009 .OW000 .013013 -.001.00  .001001 -.004.004 
(4.350)350) (2.871).871) (2.764).764) (2.184)184) (.005) (2.439).439) (0.480)480) (0.387)387) (0.964)964) 
16 .024024 .014014 .014014 .005 .OW000 .00700  -.0010  .001001 -.0020  
(4.265)265) (2.720)720) (2.716)716) (2.157)157) (.002).002) (2.391)391) (0.532).532) (0.328)328) (1.026)026) 
equall to the ratio of  inflation to money growth over the sample period.. For 
a regression (not reported)t ) together using MIA and M2 less MIA, the coef­
ficientt sum for the latter is insignificant,t, again suggesting that the savings 
component may be a source of  measurement error in the reported equation 
i  1  l ,  -
using M2.. Over the estimation interval 1961QI-82Q4, Ml tended to perform41 44, 1
only marginally better than MIA, and both performed better than M2, based 
upon R2 and standard error criteria.. 
l ,  
One finall observationti  is noted.. When the real growth and inflation equa­-
tions are combined,i , results for the MIA equations are consistent with the 
standardr  St.t. Louisi  equation using nominal GNP growth as the dependent 
variable.i l . The expenditureit re effect is about zero and the money growth effect 
1
is aboutt unity.it . For Ml and M2,, the expenditureit r  effect is negative, while the 
money growth effect is unity.t . 
1
Predictions from Indicatori t  Equations.ti s. Table II reports out-of-samplel  statist­
ics forr predictionsi ti s of  real GNP growth and inflation for eighteen quarters, 
1 -
I983QI-87Q2. The growth and inflation predictions are also combined to198341-874
computeute prediction statisticsti  for nominal GNP growth.. Since an autocorre­I -
lation correctionti  is used in the inflation equations, both static and dynamic 
predictioni t  statisticsti  are computedt  for inflation and derived nominal GNP 
growth.th. The dynamicic predictions use the previously predicted (rather than 
lagged actual)t al) value of  the endogenouss variable.. For comparison purposes,, 
 ti s, 
stat-as obtainedt i  in Blue Chipip Economic Indicators,icators, two sets of  prediction ­
istics for a seriesti  r the Blue Chipip consensuss s forecastssts are included.. The first is  
of one-quarter- arter "static" forecasts,sts, based on the forecaststs appearingi  in the issue“ t ”
“dynamic”datedt  in the firstt month of  each quarter.rt r. The second set consists of  " " 
forecastsr asts for one through eightt quarterst  ahead appearing in the January 1983 
and January 1985 issues;; the January 1987 issue provides forecasts for 
1987Ql-Q2.I  This places the Blue Chipi  multiple-quarterrt r forecastst  on a more 
equall footingti g with the dynamici  forecastssts of  the indicator equations.. The 
comparisonarison stillill suffers,f rs, however,r, because Blue Chipi  forecasters did not have 
ac-knowledgel ge of actuall money and expenditureit re growth.t . Figure 3 compares ­
tuall and predicted outcomeses for real growth,t , inflation and nominal GNP 
growth.th. 
M1AReal GNP Growth.th. Summaryar  statistics indicatet  that I  is the superior 
predictiver i ti  indicatori i t r of movementse ts in real GNP.. Its root mean square error 
basis points(RMSQE)( ) isi  38 i   lower than its in-samplele standardr  error,, and 72 
M1and 1077 basisi  pointsi t  lowerr than the RMSQE for l and M2,, respectively.ti ely. 
Itsts mean absolutel te error (MAE)) is 64 and 59 basis points lower than those 
M1forf r l and M2,, respectively.ectively. The mean error (ME),), which is a measure of 
M1A av-forecastf r cast bias,i , indicatesi t s that I overpredictedr i te  real GNP growth by an ­
M1erager e of .45. 5 percentaget  points,t , whileil  l and M2 respectivelyti l  underpredictedi t  
M1Aby 0.88.88 and 1.49.49 percentagetage points.i ts. I  has a smaller RMSQE than both 
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the static and dynamic Blue Chip consensus. Figure 3 plots real growth 
predictions. The MIA forecasts are able to capture the 1986 slowdown,, and 
best indicate the rapid recovery of  19833 and the slowing of  real growth in 
1
1984-85.. Ml systematically underestimates growth in 1983-85,, while M21
pre-produces predictions which are relatively invariant over the period. M2 ­
dictions tend to miss short-term fluctuations until the oil shock variable 
"kicks in" and lowers the real growth path during 1986.. However,, as shown“ ”
by Darby,, Mascaro and Marlow [1987], the relative superiority of  MIA as1
influ-an indicator of  the real economy is independent of  whether or not the ­
ence of  relative oil price shocks is taken into account.t. 
In summary,, if  only the pattern of  money and expenditure growth are 
M1Aconsidered, it appears that I  is a useful indicator of  the pattern of  real 
GNP growth and is clearly superior to Ml and M2. Moreover,r, the empirical 
results suggest that the savings component of  M2 may endow this aggregate 
with a different character when compared to aggregates which are more 
1
corre-dominated by transactions motives. Of  course, low overall in-sample ­
lation with quarterly real GNP growth for all three equations indicates that 
quarter-to-quarter  changes in real GNP contain an essential element of  
randomness which makes any point (as opposed to range) forecast necessarily 
imprecise.. 
Inflation.l ti . The out-of-sample prediction statistics for inflation, shown in Table 
IV, are for both static and dynamic forecasts.. They indicate the extent of  the 
deterioration of  Ml as an inflation indicator,, and suggest the relative super­1 -
iority of  MIA over Ml or M2 as an indicator of  inflation over 1983QI-87Q2.1 41 42, 
MlA, M1,The static RMSQE is 1.69 for I  5.56 for l  and 1.71. 1 for M2.. The 
mean errors indicate relatively small average bias for MIA (-0.68). 8) compared1
to the biases for Ml (-5.37).37) and M2 (-1.27).. ). In the case of  dynamic out-of­1 -
sample forecasts,, MIA remains the superior indicator with respect to showing 
the lowest RMSQE and mean error.. 
1
Figure 3 displays the dynamici  predictions of  inflation. In the period 1983­-
M185,, l and M2 failed to indicate the extent of  the disinflation, while the 
behavior of  MIA came closest to indicating the disinflation since 1981.. In1
the case of  Ml, the rapid growth of  OCDs may have induced measurement1
error which has impaired Ml but not MIA. The figures indicate that, begin­1 1 . -
ning at the end of  1985,, the MIA predictions show a strong upward trend, 
while the trend is slightly declining for M2 forecasts.t . This is revisited in 
section IV. 
In sum,, a straightforward horse race suggests that MIA has retained its 
1
ability to serve as a useful indicator of  inflation while Ml presently seems1
to be of  little use. However,, given that redefinition of  the monetary aggre­-
gates relates current Ml to "old" M2, it may not be surprising that current1 “ ”
Ml does not behave like "old" Ml (current MIA). Of  course, this does not1 “ ” 1 l
rule out the possibility that Ml may subsequentlytl  resume its close association1
TABLE IV 
198341-8742Prediction Statistics: QI Q2 
M1AI  M1I M2 Blue Chip 
Real GNP:P: (staticldynamic)ti / ynamic) 
RMSQE 1.9494 2.66 3.010  2.3512.29. /2.2  
MAE 1.53 2.171  2.121  11.711.797  / 1.  
ME -0.45 0.88 1.494  0.33 10.68. / 6  
Inflation: 
RMSQE Staticti  1.696  5.565  1.717  1.171  
Dynamic 1.797  5.757  1.717  2.121  
MAE Staticti  1.252  5.373  1.595  1.020  
Dynamic 1.363  5.56 1.919  1.878  
ME staticS  -0.68 -5.373  -1.272  -0.676  
Dynamici  -0.737  -5.36 -1.727  -1.71 
Nominali l GNP (impliedli  by above predictions for components):ts): 
RMSQE Staticti  3.131  5.7171 2.828  2.464  
Dynamici  3.2323 5.898  2.828  2.9595 
MAE Statictic 2.6868 4.8484 2.3737 2.020  
Dynamic 2.7878 5.0000 2.3737 2.454  
ME Staticti  -1.13  -4.4949 0.2323 -0.35 
Dynamic -1.18 -4.6969 -0.23 -1.03 
M1with inflation.. But based on data currently available,l , the behavior of  l 
mid-extending back to 1982 appears less related to that of  inflation through ­
1987.. 
Nominal GNP Growth.th. Forecast statistics drawn from nominal GNP growth 
infla-are generated by combining the separate forecastst  for real growth and ­
his-tion.. All the prediction criteria indicate,, as before,, the break from the ­
M1torical relation between l and nominal GNP for the post-sample period.. 
Based on the above results,lt , the changed relation appearsr  attributablet l  to the 
Ml-inflation link.. 
The prediction statistics of Tablel  IV indicate that the nominal GNP-M2 
1-infl
M1A.relation is slightly better than that using I . At first,t, this appearsr  to be a 
curious result.lt. For dynamic predictions,ti s, the RMSQE for M2 is about 411 basis 
M1A.points lower than that forr I . Part of the reason forr the somewhat better 
prediction statistics for M2 is that the downward bias in the real growth-M2 
relation is offset by the upward bias in the inflation-M2 relation.. Another 
reason is the relative constancy in the predictions using M2, as indicated in 
panel c of  Figure 3. 
111. TESTS FOR STRUCTURAL CHANGEIII
Three approacheses examine whether structurall change has occurred with 
equations estimated 198244.respect to the real growth and inflation  to 2Q . In 
the first approach the equations of  the previous section are reestimated to 
1987427Q  and a standard F-test is applied based on the ratio of  residual sums 
of  squares adjusted for degrees of  freedom-theedom-the Chow test (see Chow [1960] 
or Fisher [1970]). A second approach tests for structurall change by adding 
198341-8742. equa-an intercept shift over QI Q . A third approach reestimates the ­
198042tions of  the previous section to 0Q  and computest s out-of-samplele forecastt 
198043-8742 198341-8742.statistics over Q Q2 and over Ql Q . The latter are then 
compared to in-samplel  statistics and to the out-of-samplele forecast statistics 
198244.of  the equations estimated to 2Q . 
With respect to the first and second approaches,es, a question arises as to 
198341whether Ql is an appropriatei te starting point to test for structural change 
since major financiali l deregulationti  was initiated at the start of  1981.. If  the 
de-structural changes were primarily transitional,l, induced by the onset of  ­
two testsregulation,, the first  may be relatively insensitivei  and determine no 
(198244)structurall change,, since the equations estimated to the cycle trough Q  
“one-time”contain the quarters when most of  the " " transitionall effects should 
“permanent”have occurred.. Thus,, the first two tests may be more sensitive to " " 
198742.changes which have persisted into 7Q . Isolation of  transitional effects 
shift-is importantt but inherently more difficult to quantify.tify. The use of  a ­
198141 M1A M1 198341adjusted data in Ql for I and l and in Ql for M2 is one way 
effects.” equa-to account for transitionall t . 11 The third approach,ch, estimating the ­
198042tions to 0Q  and computing out-of-samplele forecaststs in the two intervals 
198043-8244 198341-8742,Q Q4 and QI Q2, offers a better chance of  discriminatingi ti  
trans-between transitional and permanent change.. That is, if  the changes are ­
itional, then forecastt statistics over 1983-87 should not deterioratet  in any 
198042marked way relative to the in-samplel  standard errors to 0Q  and to the 
198244.forecast statistics drawn from the equations estimated to Q  
11.. Other approachesoaches to capturingi g the transitionalsi i l changesges have been tried.i . For example,le, in 
the San Franciscoancisco Federall Reserve monthlyl  model of money demand,, a ramp functionti  taking the 
consecutivetive values one through twelve in the monthss of 1981,, and twelve thereafter,ft , is entered 
together with the same variablei l  squared and then cubed (see Judd [1983]).]). We have refrainedi  
from this kind of procedure,re, not through intrinsici si  objection,tion, but to preclude the possibility that 
our results would be heavilyil  dependentt on such devices.i es. 
TABLE V
 
Real GNP and Inflation Equations
 
Estimation:: 1961Ql-87Q21  

A: F-test for hypothesis of  no structurall change 
B: Intercept shift term
 
(Absolute t-statistics in parentheses)
 
SetA Set B 
M1A M1I MIA M2I M2 M1I 
Constant 5.62 6.2424 3.737  5.727  6.5050 3.636  
(4.22)2  (4.81)8  (1.92).92) (4.25).25) (4.96).96) (1.88).88) 
Price Controls 7.474  7.56 6.7474 7.353  7.9191 5.757  
(1.18).18) (1.13)1  (0.80).80) (1.16).16) (1.18).18) (0.68).68) 
Credit Controls -10.82 -10.93 -11.62 -10.81 -10.59 -11.50 
(3.41).41) (3.28).28) (3.33)3  (3.39).39) (3.17).17) (3.33)3  
d8387 n.a. n.a. n.a. -0.54 1.4747 1.393  
(0.57).57) (1.22)1.2 ) (l.48)1.48) 
PDL Sums· (expenditures, money,, and oil shock lagged one quarter): 
Expenditures -0.212  -0.30 -0.41 -0.212  -0.242  -0.3838 
(1.65)b.65)b (2.21)' (1.63)a( .63)a (1.70)b( .70)b (2.73)d( .73)d 
*
. )c (2.89)d.89)d 
Money 0.1717 -0.10 0.411 0.1818 -0.28 0.373  
(0.86/p (0.57/.7)' (1.80t (0.92p (1.62)a.62)a)a 9 / (1.22/)f 
Oil Shock -0.04 -0.020  -0.14 -0.05 -0.02 -0.191  
(0.23)' (O.lO)c0.10)' (0.28)b.28)b (0.76)a.76)a. )c (0.69).69) (0.08t.08)' 
R:2 .2727ii  .3939 .3333 .2626 .3939 .3333 
F 9.3737 7.4747 5.676  8.313  6.838  5.35 
(8,97) (897) (9,96)961(n,d)(n,d) 971 (8,97)971 (8, ) (9,96)961 (9,96)9  
D.W. 2.15 1.979  1.808  2.171  2.00 1.8484 
SEE 3.11 3.262  3.424  3.121  3.252  3.39 
F-tests for hypothesis off no structural change:: 
Computed F 0.3232 0.535  0.636  n.a. n.a. n.a. 
Critical F: .9595 = 1.959  n.a. n.a.1.959  1.959  n.a. 
.9999= 2.545  2.545  2.545  n.a. n.a. n.a. 
~~ 
*For PDL variables,l , an F-test is given for the hypothesisi  that the parameters for each set 
(expenditures,it res, money, oil variable)l ) are jointly zero:: (a,, b, c,, d,, e, f,)) = 1,(10,, 5,, 2.5,, I, 0.5,, 0.1)) 
percent level. 
198742.Real GNP. Table V  presents regressionss estimated to 7Q . Set A, which 
repeats the specification of  Table I, shows F-tests for the null hypothesisi  of  
198341-no structural change.. Set B adds an intercept shift term D8387 for Ql­
8 7 4 2Q  as an alternative test for structurall change.. 
The F-tests of  set A fail to show structurall change when using any of  the 
monetary aggregates.. Inspection of  individual coefficients indicates that 
alter-there are no statistically significantt changes among coefficients.i ts. The ­
native test shown in set B indicates that the intercept shift is significant at 
level for M1 but notthe 10 percent confidence  the equations using l and M2,,  
M1A.for those using I . In addition,i , inclusion of  the intercept shift term in set 
B leads to approximatei ate equality between the coefficientt structures over the 
intervals to 198244 198742.two estimation  2Q  and 7Q . 
MlA,The absence of  structurall change in the equation using I , combined 
with its relative predictive superiority,i rity, probably reflects the dominance of  
the random component rather than the systematic component of  money 
growth in influencing short-termt r  fluctuationsti s in real growth,t , as previously 
found by Barroarr  [1981]. This evidence suggeststs that the money-reall growth 
relation has not been affected by deregulation.l tion. 
Inflation.l  Table VI is analogouss to the one which examined structural change 
in real GNP. In set A,, the F-statistics indicatet  that the null hypothesisi  of  no 
M1structural change can be rejected for the equations using l at the 96 percent 
M1A hypoth-confidence level.. The equations using I or M2 cannot reject the ­
esis;; some changes occur among the coefficients of  set B relative to 
regressions in the shorter interval,l, but these are generally not significant.t. 
significant forThe intercept shift term in set B is t  all three aggregates,tes, but 
M1larger in absolutet  value for l and M2.. Its inclusion results in a coefficient 
pattern which is approximately the same,, relative to the equations estimated 
MlA, M1,over the shorter interval,, for I , I, and M2.. 
M1,Based on the inflation regressions which use l, it is suggested by the 
M1-inflation down-results of  set B that the l-inflati  relationshipi  has experienced a ­
ward shift of  about five percentage points.. This is about the same magnitude 
as the post-samplel  RMSQE or MAE indicated in Table I. The intercept shift 
M1is also of  the same magnitude and sign as the mean error found for l in 
M1Table IV.. Interestingly,ti gly, the average growth of  l since 1978 has been about 
M1A; M1Athree percentage points higher than I  I  growth averaged 5 percent 
M1while l averaged 8 percent.t. Since 1982,, and using one-quarter lags as were 
M1A M1used in the regressions,, I has grown 5.7 percent and l has grown 9.7 
points.'*percent, or a difference of  four percentage  12 
12.. Recently. Rasche [1987] found a significantt downward shift in Ml velocity of  about thisitly, 1
magnitude.it de. Using data adjusted for the nationwidei  introduction of  NOW accounts in 1981Ql, helm ctio  41, 
dates the start of  the shift in early 1982,, but can find no reasonablele explanation for the shift 
Since Rasche does not find a significantt shift in MIA velocity,, it may be that the shifti  he findss 
t. 
using Ml reflects the differentiali l growth of  Ml versus MIA due to the relativelyl ti el  more rapidi1 1
MI.growth of  interest-bearingi g depositssits in l. 
TABLE VI
 
Inflation Equationsti s (GNPGNP Deflator))
 
196141-8742Estimation: Ql-87Q  
A: F-test for hypothesisis of  no structuralt ral change 
B: Interceptt shift term 
(Absolutel t  t-statistics in parentheses)
 
SetA Set B
 
M1A M1 M1A M1l l M2 l l M2 
Constantt 1.27 0.79 -2.17.17 -1.37.37 -0.85.85 -3.33.33 
(1.44) (0.58) (1.13)) (1.58)) (1.15)) (2.03)) 
Price Controlst ls -4.67  -6.49.49 -3.59.59 -5.43.43 -7.04.04 -2.72.72 
(1.36) (1.37) (0.69)) (1.58)) (2.24)) (0.57)) 
Credit Controlsl  0.64 0.47 0.67 0.69 0.37 0.78 
(0.41)) (0.29)) (0.41) (0.45) (0.24) (0.48) 
D8387 -4.64 -2.00.0008 n.a. n.a. n.a.. -0.82 
(1.46)) (7.13)) (2.80) 
Sums*PDL · (expenditures, money,, and oil price lagged one quarter): 
Expendituresit res 0.27 0.20 0.29 0.311 0.12 0.35 
(2.77)c. ' (1.17)) (1.88)) (3.11)d.  (1.23)) (2.70)'a 
Money 0.85 0.41 1 0.57 0.83 0.99 0.69 
(6.85/. 5)f (2.37)' (2.48t (6.76p (7.94/ (3.5l)da .48)' . )[ 4 . 1 d 
Oil Price 0.16 0.27 0.18 0.13 0.16 0.07 
(2.42)e)e (2.50)' (1.95)b (1.94)c (2.56)d. )d (0.83t.83)'.50t )b . ' 
.15 .44 .41 .14 .06 .31Rho   
R2 .69 .61 .62 .712 1 .69 1 .63 
F 30.02 21.61.  21.83 27.23 29.67 21.35 
(nJ) (8,961 (8,96)( , 1 (9,95)( , 1 (9,951 (9,95)( , 1(n,d) ( , ) (8,96)( , ) ( , ) 
D.W. 1.93. 3 2.10 2.07 1.93. 3 1.93. 3 2.00 
SEE 1.53. 3 1.71. 1 1.17 1.52 1.48 1.66 
F-tests·t  for hypothesisi  of  no structural change: 
Computed F 0.80 2.46 0.71  n.a.. n.a.. n.a. 
Criticall F: .95 = 1.98 1.98 1.98 n.a. n.a.. n.a. 
.99  = 2.60 2.60 2.60 n.a. n.a.. n.a. 
*For PDL variables,i bles, an F-test also is given for the hypothesisesi  that the parameters for each set 
(expenditures,es, money,, oil variable)i l  are jointly zero:: (a,, b, c,, d,, e,, f,),) =  (10,, 5, 2.5, I, 0.5,, 0.1))1, 
level,percent . 
Results for the third approach to testing for structural change are summ­-
arized in Table VII.. A comparisoni  of  forecastt statistics is reported for equa­-
tions estimated to 1980Q2 and for those estimated to 1982Q4. For the equa­04  24 . -
tion estimated to 1980Q2, forecastt statistics are computed for two post-sam­-
ple intervals:l : 1980Q3-87Q2 and 1983QI-87Q2. The latter forecast is made 
starting eleven quarters after the end of  the estimation interval and extending 
4 42 41 4 . 
through the next twenty-eightt quarters,, or an eighteen-quarterrt r forecast com­
mencing eleven quarters after the end of  the estimation interval.l. The forecast 
statistics of  this interval are compared to the in-samplel  standard error and 
-
to those forecastst  over eighteen quarters 1983QI-87Q2 for the equations41 42 
estimated to 1982Q4.24 . 
the real M1A 198042For GNP growth equations using I for the 0Q  equations,, 
the RMSQE for 1983QI-87Q2 is below the in-samplel  standard error and is41 42 
198244.superior to the RMSQE for the equations estimated to 2Q . This suggestst  
that developmentsts associated with financiali l deregulationti  during 1981-82 
may have been largely transitory in their effect on the indicator properties 
 
M1A. M1Aof  I . The same results hold for M1.. I  generallyll  remains superior to 
M1l and M2 for the forecastt criteria shown in Table VII.. 
The results for the inflation equations appear on the right-hand side of  
MlA, 198341-8742Table VII. For I , the QI Q2 RMSQE for the equation estimated 
to 1980Q2 is above the in-samplele standard error and above the RMSQE for04  
the equation estimated to 1982Q4. In the presence of  the oil price, the 
RMSQE of  the formerr is 2.28 versus 1.69 for the latter,, or a difference of  
fifty-ninei  basis points.t . Differenceses of  this magnitude are not especially small,, 
24 . 
change.13but yet do not seem clearly indicativei  of  significantt structurall  13 
In the case of  Ml, the equations estimated to 1980Q2 have forecastt stat­
istics over 1983QI-87Q2 which41 42 are about as relatively inferior as those 
198244. M1 
1, 04  -
estimated to 2Q . Thus,, the structurall breakdown of  l described in the 
first two approachess is confirmed again.i . For M2 over 1983QI-87Q2, the1 , 
198042RMSQE for the 0Q  equation is also above the in-samplel  standard error 
and the RMSQE for the 1982Q4 equation.ti . As before,, its error statistics are24  
better than those of  Ml but slightly worse than those of  MIA.14 
In summary,r , the three tests for structurall change tend to indicate that since 
1 l  
1982, and despite the occurrence of  substantialti l financiali l deregulation,l ti , MIA1  
has about the same indicator properties with respect to real growth and in­-
flation as it had in previous years. The indicator properties of  Ml, and to a . 1,
13.. Hafer [1984J compares MI and MIA in a version of  the St.. Louisi  equation.ti . H e finds a4] 1
deteriorationti  in the in-samplel  fit between 1979Q4 and 1983Q2 for both MI and MIA,, but no4 4 1
deteriorationi tio  for MIA when dummiesies are used for 1981QI-Q3.81414 .  
14.. These resultsl  are consistent with those for nominall GNP as reportedt  in Batten and Thorntonm  
[l983bJ.1983 l. 
TABLEvnE VII 
Out-of-Sample Forecast Statistics 
198042 196141-804280Q  Equations: Estimated over Ql Q2 
198244 196141-824482Q  Equations: Estimated over QI Q4 
GNP Growth Equations Inflation Equations*oD  s· 
.33 
198042 
i? 
RMSQE(83 41-87Q2) 
MAE(83Q1-87Q2) 
80Q  equations (with oil shock) 
R2 .33 
SEE 3.30 
RMSQE(80Q3-87Q2) 2.78 
Q ) 1.77 
MAE(80Q3-87Q2)  2.15 
I  1.42 
.32.32 
3.32 
3.26 
2.60 
2.54 
2.03 
.30.30 
3.38 
3.62 
2.78 
2.66 
1.98 
i? .71 
198042 
MAE(8OQ3-87Q2) 
1.77MAE(83Q1-87Q2) 
0Q  equations (with oil price) 
R: .71 
SEE 1.52 
RMSQE(8OQ3-87Q2)-87Q2) 2.45 
RMSQE(83Q1-87Q2)2) 2.28 
0  2.02 
I ) 1.77 5.58 
.72.72 
1.44 
4.74 
5.74 
4.17 
5.58 2.06 
.62.62 
1.73 
2.29 
2.31 
2.02 
2.06 
1982Q4 equations824  (with oil shock) 1982442Q  equations (with oilil price) 
R22 .34 .29 i? .62.37 r .73 .72
 
SEE 3.32 3.40 3.54 SEE 1.56 1.52 1.76
 
RMSQE(83Q1-87Q2)) 1.94 2.66 3.01 RMSQE(83Q1-87Q2)2) 1.69 5.56 1.71
 
MAE(83Ql-87Q2)1 ) 1.53 2.12 MAE(83Q1-87Q2 5.37
2.17 l 2 1.25 1.59
 
ME(83Q1-87Q2) ME (83Ql-87Q2) -0.68
) -0.45  0.88 0.88 41 42) -0.  -5.37.37 -1.26.26 
*Based* ased onon staticstatic forecasts.forecasts. 
ME(8OQ3-87Q2)) ME (80Q3-87Q2)-0.56 0.42 -0.08 045 4 ) 0.25 -3.73.73 -1.17.17 
ME(83Ql-87Q2) ME(83Ql-87Q2)1- 4  -0.15 1.40 1.26 1 7Q2) -0.98.98 -5.58.58 -1.99.99 

somewhatt lesser extent M2,, have in contrast undergone structural change 
permanent.15which appears thus far to be rn  15 
IV. WHY THE M1·GNP-  RELATIONI  BROKE DOWN 
M1-GNPThe breakdown in the I-  relation and the continued stability in the 
M1Acase of  I  appearsrs related to the increased influence of  OCDs on the 
M1behavior of  l and to the possibility that OCDs may be relatively more 
savings-- than transactions-like-li  in character.. Both aspects of  the resulting 
M1 M1change in l suggest that l may come to resemble the old M2.. These 
suggest in ve-considerationsti s  turn that,, as in Figures 1 and 2,, the trendless ­
M1locity of l since the early 1980s may be permanent in nature, while the 
M1A M1velocity of  I may evolve in a manner similar to that of  l prior to the 
M1A1980s.. Looked at in another way,, the relative stability of  I  may reflect 
business activitythe rising prominence of   t  in this aggregate.te. 
Evidence of  the first two aspectsts noted above are in Table VIII, which 
quarterIydecomposess the l  mean and variance of  growth rates for M l and M2 
196141-7944 198143-8644. 198041-8142over QI Q4 and Q Q . The period QI Q2 is omitted 
to prevent distortions due to 1980 credit controlsl  and to the impact effect of  
nationwide introduction of  NOW accountsts in 1981.. The top half  of  Table 
VIII showss that prior to the 1980s,, about 90 percent of  the mean and variance 
M1 M1A.of  l growth was accounted for my I . In the 1980s,, however,r, OCDss 
M1accounted for about 57 percent of  the mean growth of  l and 44 percent of  
M1the variance of  l growth.th. The lower half  of  Table VIII shows the analogouss 
non-M1decompositioniti  for M2.. The relation between M2 and its l componentsts 
M1show little change between the two periods.. Thus,, the contribution of  l to 
the mean and variance of  M2 growth also showed little change.. But the 
M1Arelation between I  and M2 has deterioratedt  in the 1980s,, while that 
between OCDs and M2 has strengthened.t ened. This provides indirect evidence 
that OCDs have become more closely aligned in behavior with the non-­
transactions componentsts in M2.. 
M1AA third aspect to account for the relative stability of  I  is also presented 
in Table VIII.. The mean and variance decompositioniti n is given for the growth 
in two major componentst  of  ordinary demand deposits,its, nonfinancial business 
197042-8644and individuals.ls. The underlying series are available only over Q Q4 
and are not seasonallyll  adjusted (see Table VIII for source).). As before, the 
shift in the compositioniti  of  growth towards business deposits during the 1980s 
15.. Our results are consistent with those of  Christiano [1986]] who examines six measures of  
money to test if  the relationshipi i  between money and the economy has changed in the 1980s.s. For 
is i 0 
difference-stationaryi ry modelsl  he finds that Spindt's [1985]] weighted aggregatete MQ did not evidence’s  
change,, while Ml, M2 and Barnett's monetary services aggregatete MSI (in Barnett [1980],], Barnett1, ’s l m a 
and Spindt [1979] and Barnett et al [1984]) did show evidence of  change.. The MQ measurem a u  
weights the componentsts of  Ml by their turnover.. According to Batten and Thornton [1985],, these 
weights since 1982 are about 18-22  percent for OCDss and 78-82-82 percent for the componentsts of  
1 m  
MIA.. Thus MQ is dominated more by MIA than by OCDs.s.
TABLEVlll
 
Growth Rate Decompositions* Using Annualized Quarterly Growtht 
 
 III 
M1 
Mean Growth 
I
6141-7944 
7942-7 944 
8143-8644 
QI- Q4 
Q -7 Q  
Q Q4 
5.4.  
6.6 
9.6 
M1 
Mean Growtht  
l
6141-7944 
7942-7944 
8143-8644 
IQI Q4 
Q Q4 
Q Q4 
8.4 
9.8.  
9.1.  
Mean Growth 
Total 
7042-7944 
8 143-8644 
Q Q4 
Q Q4 
7.4 
4.7 
M1I Decomposition:i i : 
Contributionribution (%) 
M1A OCDI
94.8.  5.2.  
91.7 8.3 
42.2 57.0 
M22 Decomposition:Deco position: 
Contributiontri utio  (%)( ) 
M1AI  OCDe  (MZM1)2- l  
20.0.  0.9.  79.1.  
18.3.  1.5.  80.2.  
10.7.  14.7.  74.6.  
Variancei  
Ml1 
6.2.  
4.8 
18.8 
Varianceri 
 
M2
 
9.2.  
9.6.  
9.3.  
Demand Deposit Decompositioniti  (NSA)**)  
Contributioni ti  (%) Variancei ce 
Businessss Individualsi i ls Total 
59.4 40.6 247.1.  
92.3 7.7  313.7 
Contributioni  (%)
 
M1A OCD
I
87.9.  12.1.1 
80.5 19.5 
65.2  43.8  
Contributiontri ti  (%)( ) 
~lAMI  OC!LD 	 l~2-":U(M2-M1) 
14.1.  0.7.  85.2.  
12.1.1 -0.9.  88.7.  
1.6.  7.0.  91.4.  
Contributiontri ti  (%)( ) 
Businessi  Individualsi i ls 
78.1 21.921.9 
78.6  21.4 
first*Thee variance decompositionsositions are based on the followingi  procedure.. The growth of  an aggregate is l  decomposed into the share weightedeighted

Y = v w )  covar(y,x)r( ,x) + covaJ(y,w)&,w) + covar(y,z). 'Ibis is
x+w+z. 	 Thgrowtht  rates of  its components.ents. Let this growth rate decompositionsiti  be written as ::::: X 1. Then ar(y  == 
covatfyj) = covar(x,w) covar(x,z). 'IEusthe decompositioniti  used in the table. For any given covariance. it can be further written as ar(y,x = var(x) + I . + I Thus the 
turncontributionti  of  x to the variance of  y is its covariation with y,, which in m reflects the variance of  x as well as its covariance with other componentst  
of  y. 
**Totalt  is sum of  individualsi i als and nonfinancial business. and series are not seasonallyll  adjusted (NSA). Data provided unofficially by staff of  Federal dina i s, 	
Reserve Board of  Governors.r .	 
reflectsl t  thet  risingi i  importancei rt ce of  OCDs for individuals.i i i ls. In contrast,t t, however,, 
thet  variancei  decompositionsition has been quiteit  stablet l  betweent  thet  twot  periods,i , 
with business activityit  accountingti g for almost 80 percent of  total variance.. 
Thus,, the evidence on business versus individual behavior is somewhat 
mixed.i . 
A more direct explanation of  the breakdown between Ml and GNP is 
availableil l  by looking at velocity. Recently,tl , Rasche [1987] has shown that a 
1
significantt negative shift occurred in Ml velocity starting in late 1981 or 
earlyl  1982,2, even when taking into account the declines in interest rates and 
1
inflation,i , and after adjustingti  the Ml data for the nationwide introduction off1  
NOWs in 1981Ql. In a comment on Rasche's results, Mascaro [1987] usedl 1. ’
a simplel  modell of  MIA and OCD demands and produced preliminary evi­
dence which suggeststs that interest rate deregulation played a major role in 
1 -
the Ml velocityit  shift.t. With deregulationl ti  at the start of  1981,, OCDs became 
availableil l  nationwidei  and expanded rapidly.. Since these deposits combine 
1 
elementst  of  savingsi s and transactionsti s and are included in Ml, their expansion1
altered the behavior of  Ml money demand and velocity and changed the1 
MI-GNP relationship.i .1-
FoIIowingll i  the approach taken by Mascaro [1987], an estimate can be made 
M1 M1Aof the effectt of  deregulationl ti  on l velocity by focusing on the I  and 
M1OCD componentsts of  real l money demand as shown in growth rate terms 
in equationsti s (1)) and (2).. 
=-uo+u, (L)Dln(y)-a2(L)Dlna(R)+z3(L)Dln(P)+u ((1))Dln(M1A)l  aO+al L)Dln(y)-a2(L)Dlna(R)+a3(L)Dln(P)+u 
Dln(0CD)=-bo+b1(L)Dln(y)-b2(L)Dln(R-RD)tb3(L)Dln(P)-tz (2)ln(O ) o 1 n(y)-b2(L)Dln(R- D)+b3(L)Dln(P)+z 
where 
=x(r)-x(r-1), In@)= L’x(f) x 6 y ) ,Dx t)-x(t-l), (x) natural logarithm of  x, IJ (t) = (Y-J)  
k(L)=b+klL+K2L2. 
Reall demandss are functionsti s of  real income (y), opportunity costs and 
opportunity cost M1Aprices (P).). The it  of real I  is the short-term market rate 
(R)
R) (measured by the three-montht  Treasury Bill rate) while that for OCDs is 
given by the market rate less the rate on OCDs (RD).RD). The presence off prices 
in real demandss reflects the lack of  instantaneouss adjustmentt off prices to 
ag(L),h ( L )changes in money supply.l . Presumably,l , the coefficientsts of  3 ), b3( ) should 
each sum to zero if  money ultimately has a one-to-one effect on the price 
(-uo, 40)level.l. The constant terms a , -bo) represent trend declines in real money 
demands,s, given real income and interest rates,, as a result off improvementst  
in the paymentst  mechanism.i . 
Using the two real money demands, the growth of  Ml velocity is given1
by equationti  (3)) (where w =MlA IMl):M U l  
Dln(VMl) = (%-b0)w1 boo+ ao- o)  + [1-wal(L)l(L) - (l-w)b)bl(L)]Dln(y)l (L)]Dln(y) 
+ [waz(L) + (l-w)bz(L)]Dln(R) 
- (l-w)b)bZ(L)D(RD/R)z(L) ( l ) 
- [wa3(L)+(l-w)b3(L)Din(P). (3)(3) 
Two aspectst  of  equation (3) help to explain the lack of  a positive trend 
of Ml velocity since the early 1980s.. First, as OCDs increase in importance, 
the term (ao-bo) will decline as w  falls if  ao>bo. This latter condition will 
hold if  there is greater incentive to economize on noninterest balances in 
MIA1  than on interest-earning balances in OCDs. Second, the spread 
D(RD/R) M1 in-
1
I ) will begin to exert a negative effect on I velocity as OCDss ­
crease relative to Ml (i.e., as w declines from unity). The spread term would1 ,e , 
have had little effect prior to the 1980s because in that period w was approx­-
imately unity.t . When w is approximately unity, the velocity of  MI would be1
indistinguishablei l  from that of  MIA and the trend of  MI velocity would be1 1
M1Abased largely on the I  measure of  velocity. 
To estimate equation (3),, it is assumed that aj(L)) =bj(L),), j = 1,2,3,, since 
otherwise a problem with multicollinearity arises due to the presence of  such 
terms as Dln(y) and wDln(y).ln(y). As passage of  time allows more realizations off 
data,t , this assumption could be relaxed. Following Rasche [1987], it is also 
ai(L)assumed that l  has three terms which sum to unity, and that the second 
and third terms are equal.. Together,, these restrictions imply that a measure 
of transitory income is the relevant underlying income variable in equation 
Rasche’s a2(L),(3).). ' assumption that the interest rate coefficients, z ), have a 
uniform distribution is also adopted,, although it is not critical for the results. 
DlnQ)(These assumptions on (y  and Dln(R) were tested by Rasche.) Instead off 
the price variable of  equation (3),), Rasche uses as a measure of  unanticipated 
(O,l,l)inflation the residuals from an ARIMA 0,1,1) model. For a moving average 
parameter of 0.5,, this is close to using the current inflation rate less the 
average of its two lagged values. 16 This is analogous to the construction used 
to define transitory income.. It also implies that the coefficients of  a3(L) sum 
to zero and that the two lagged coefficients are equal. This form is used for 
unanticipated inflation. Finally,, for the interest-rate spread in equation (3), 
16. unanticip ted. Thee differenceiffere ce betweenet ee  unanticip~ted inflationi flati  asas definedefi e  hereere anda  thatt at fromfr  thet e residualsresi als9(0.1,l) a(t-2). a(f)off ARIMAI  (0,1,1) processroc ss isis equall toto -h-  (t-Z), wherer  aCt) isis thet  ARIMAI  residualr si l and h isis thet  
movingi  averageg  parameter.a eter. 
D(RD/R),/ ), this variable is set to zero until the start of  1979,, when NOW 
accountst  were made availablel  in New York as well as New England. 
196141-8244Table IX presents an estimate of  equation (3) over QI Q4 and a 
198341-8742,summary of  forecastt statistics over QI-87Q . The predicted and actual 
M1growth of  l velocity are shown in Figure 4. Data for rates on NOW and 
Super NOW accountst  are from various issues of  the Federal Reserve Bulletin 
and Federal Reserve Statistical Release H.6 (508).. Quarterly data are derived 
' l b o  inter-as averages of  monthly data.. Tw  aspectst  of  the empirical results are ­
D(RD/R),esting.. First,, two of  the three spread terms,, f ), have the expected 
negative sign.. While only the spread term lagged one quarter is significant,t, 
a joint  test on the current and lagged terms has an F(3,80)-statisticti ti  of  10.08 
which is significant beyond the 99 percent confidence level.. Second,, the 
coefficientt on w  is positive and significant at the 95 percent level.. Its value, 
a0together with that for the constant of  the regression,i , implies a value for o 
of  2.84,, which is near the historical trend growth of  Ml velocity.. This in 
turn suggestst  that the trend velocity of  MlA,I , as implied by the velocity 
equivalent of  equation (2),, has not changed.. In a regression not reported,, 
ao= 2.74(t=8.54) with noomission of  the constant leads to an estimate of   
 
significant change in other coefficients.i ts. Since this implies bo = 0,, it suggestst 
 
that OCDs are more savings-thanings-than transactions-liketi s-like in their behavior..
 
The lower part of  Table IX indicates that over the entire eighteen quarters 
of  out-of-samplele forecasting,ti , there is mixed evidence of  a breakdown in the 
198341-8742equation.i . While over QI Q2 the RMSQE is higher than the in-samplel  
SEE (4.14 vs.. 2.81), the mean error does not indicate any significant forecast 
bias.. The largest source of  forecastt error occurs in 1987,, however,r, seventeen 
and eighteen quarters beyond the estimation interval,, as can be seen in Figure 
4. The RMSQE falls after 1984,, with the smallest occurringi  in 1986.. This is 
consistent with evidence presented earlier which suggestedt  that transitory 
deregu-(as opposed to permanent) changes were taking place as a result of  ­
lation.. 
To summarize,ri e, this simple model suggeststs that the changed behavior of 
M1 M1l velocity is traceablel  to the OCD component of  l money demand.. The 
also consistentevidence presented here is   with that given elsewhere in the 
paper regarding the relative stability of  the MIA-GNP relation.. 
V. M1IA VERSUS M2:: IS THERE A CHOICE? 
While these results indicate the present inferiority of  Ml as a monetary 
indicator because of  structurall changes since the early 1980s,s, they suggest 
1
somewhatt mixed conclusions concerningi  the indicator properties of  MIA 
versus M2.. On the surface,, the evidence from the implied nominal GNP 
1
predictions tend to favor M2. But the results of  the disaggregationti  into real 
growth and inflation componentsts suggestt a less clear-cut choice.. Short-run 
fluctuations in real growth are far more closely described by the pattern of 
 TABLE IX 
Growth in Ml Velocity1
19614143244; 19834143742Equation (3): Ordinary least squares,s, Ql-82Q ; predicted,, Ql-87Q2 
(Absolute t-statisticsti s in parentheses)s) 
Dln(VM1)1) = - 6.557 +9.397*w +0.48 (transitoryt r  income growth)t.397*~ 
(6.396)8(0.949) (1.337)8)a ' 
+ 0.49 (unanticipatedt  inflation) 
(2.560)8. ' 
+ 0.D15 [DIn(R) +Dln(Rh + Dln(R)-2l0 l  ln(R)-i ln(Rh] 
(3.566)8. ' 
- 0.061 (l-w) D(RD/R)) - 0.981(l-w) D(RD/R)-l + 0.039(1-w)D(RD/R)-21 W  1-~) 1  39(1-W)D(RD/R)-2 
(0.01) (5.391)8 
?=R2 = .61; F ( 7,80) = 20.41; D.W. = 1.75, SEE = 2.81, number of  observationsti s = 88. 
) ' (0.176) 
5% 1% 
D.W.1! 1.34 1.40 
D.W.uu 1.78 1.64 
1983Q1-­ 1983Q1-1­
Forecast Statisticstisti  87Q2 86Q4  1983 1984 1985 1986 
RMSQE 4.14 3.49 3.80 3.94 3.10 3.03 
MAE 3.10 2.55 2.88 2.50 2.23 2.60 
ME -0.83.83 0.01 -0.33. 3 1.74 1.22 -2.60.60 
Percentage of  error due to random variation = 97.7,, 1983-86.. 
Note:: R = three-montht  Treasury bill rate,te, w  = MlA/Ml;I 1 I; RD = share-weightede- i te  average of  ratestes 
on NOWs and Super NOWs 1983-85,- , rate on NOWs before 1983,, rate on NOWs in 1986.. 
·Significant at 5 percent level (two-tailed test).t)."si ifi t 
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MIA growtht  than by that of  M2.. In particular,l r, for the equations estimated1   
tot  1982Q4, thet  correlationl ti  of  actualt l withit  post-samplet l  (1983QI-87Q2) pre­824 , 41 42) -
dicted real GNP growth is .71.  using MIA, .35.  using Ml, but only .17 using 
M2.. Thisi  suggestst  that when policymakers pursue short-run discretionaryr  
l ,  1, - 7 
policy,, MIA provides better information than M2 on the short-run conse­1 -
quencess for real growth of  such policy.. In contrast,, actual inflation, post­
sample,le, is more highly correlated with the predictions using M2 (.36)) than 
-
with those using MIA (-.22).). This may reflect the lower variance-to-mean1
ratioi  for M2 versus MIA, and suggeststs that when only long-run price level 
stabilityility or nominall GNP growtht  is the primary focus of  policy, then M2 is 
l ,  
a relativelyl  good indicator of  the long-run inflation consequencess off discre­
tionary policy.. In effect,t, the relativelyl  low noise-to-signall ratio which may 
-
make M2 a good indicator of  the long-run inflation consequencess of  discre­
tionary monetaryt r  policy simultaneouslyl  impairs its usefulness as an indicator 
of  the short-runt-r  real growth consequencesces of  policy when M2 is the aggregatet  
target.t. 
-
There is another featuret re which enters into the choice off MIA versus M2. 
As a result of  interest rate deregulation,l tion, there are assets in M2 (but not in 
1
MIA) which offer a return that is market-related.. This is apt to make M21
MlA,less interest-sensitivet-sensitive than I , so that when there are changes in money 
supply,l , movementsts in interest rates will exert a greater effect on the quantity 
demanded of  MIA than of  M2.. This may explain why MIA has overpredicted1
inflationti  since late 1986,, a time when money growth accelerated while in­-
M1Aterest rates and I  velocity declined.i . If  monetary aggregatest s are being 
targetedt  at a time when monetary policy is directed toward interest rates, the 
more interest-sensitivet-sensitive aggregatet  will require a wider target range, or the 
targett may well be missed when there are significantt changes in interest rate 
M1Atargets.t . Thus,s, the choice between I  and M2 may also hinge on the extent 
to which monetaryt r  policy is oriented towards targeting interest rates versus 
targetingti  money growth.t . 
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